
    

BULLETPROOF BALLERINA 
BLAST 

An efficient, full-body workout designed to 

enhance the body rather than destroy it. 

 

The Bulletproof Ballerina Blast is a unique class designed to give dancers 

the physical benefits of a cross-training program along with the 

confidence and appreciation for their unique bodies. This program uses 

a secret technique to address the key physical elements a dancer 

needs to improve his/her art. This brief but intense workout combines 

strength training with full-body coordination to create game-changing 

benefits that transfer directly over to ballet technique. With an 

enhanced appreciation for how one’s body moves, dancers are 

encouraged to work with their bodies rather than fight against them. 

Not only does this promote a positive mental state, but it preserves the 

body for a long dance career and fortifies it against injuries. In essence, 

it creates a bulletproof body and spirit, which fosters a fierce dancer, 

fearless in his/her art. 

 

 

Dancer-specific 

Cross-Training  

To Achieve a Peak 

Performance State  

 

Promotes Full-Body 

Coordination that 

Enhances Ballet 

Technique 

 

Fortifies Against 

Injuries & Sculpts 

Muscles 

 

45-Minute Class – 

Quick & Effective; 

The Perfect 

Supplement to a 

Dance Career 

 

A Secret Weapon for 

Dancers 
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Bulletproof Ballerina Blast: 
 

 

Whether you are a dancer on the professional path or recreational track, this class will help 

you realize your peak performance state on the stage and in life. By showing you how to 

enhance and get the most out of your most precious tool as a dancer – your body – you’ll 

gain an appreciation for where your natural limits are. Bulletproof Ballerina Blast will teach 

you how to push those limits in a healthy way, creating a strong dancer resilient to injuries 

and unafraid to give her all to her art. Not only will it give you the tools to enhance your 

physical body, but it will give you the confidence to dig deep and make peace with your 

unique body – so you can share your light with the world. 

 

 Details:  

o Length of class: 45 minutes  

o Structure: 

 30 minutes of dancer-specific strength training 

 Followed by light stretching and a few ballet centre combinations (usually 

a plié/tendu or adagio combination) so the dancers can feel how their 

new strength transfers directly over to their technique  

o Equipment:  

 socks or hand towel that will slide on the floor 

 dumbbells, kettlebells, and ankle weights are optional 

o Please email ttrombly@antibunheadfitness.com with specific questions. 

 

 Objectives: 

o The ultimate focus is on teaching dancers how to appreciate, enhance, and 

love their unique bodies. 

o Gives dancers the tools to get to their next level through a cross-training workout 

designed to enhance their physical bodies. 

o Targets the muscle groups that are most needed by dancers as well as the 

areas they tend to be weak in. 

o Fosters:  

 Body appreciation and awareness 

 Full-body coordination 

 Strength & flexibility 

 Injury resilience  

 Self-confidence  

 Fearless artistic expression 

 Career longevity  

 Self-love 

 

 

 

You only get one body, so you might as well learn to love it and work 

with it rather than fight against it. Go on, build your best self. 
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Meet the Instructor  
 

 
 

Tanya Trombly 
ACE Certified Personal Trainer / Professional Ballerina 

 
An ACE-certified personal trainer with over ten years of experience in the health and fitness 

field along with seasonal contracts teaching ballet in schools across the country, Tanya 

draws on her background as a professional ballerina to influence her method. Her approach 

is tailor-made for dancers who want to not only enhance their technique but also to 

preserve and sculpt their bodies. Having dealt with the constant challenge of trying to get 

ahead in such a competitive field, she knows the mental and physical struggles dancers 

face can be devastating. Her goal is to equip dancers with the tools they need to excel, 

making confidence and self-love a priority. Through the Bulletproof Ballerina program, 

dancers learn to work with their bodies rather than fight against them, ultimately 

appreciating their own unique art. 

  

Tanya’s personal dedication and practice of her specific method of strength training along 

with her “quality vs. quantity” strategy have allowed her to continue to perform at a 

professional level in ballet long past the typical shelf life of a ballerina. Currently dancing with 

four companies in NYC, her Bulletproof Ballerina method of training has been the key to 

helping her overcome her self-esteem and body issues. Now she wants to share her secrets 

with the dance world and prove that you can get so much more out of life by building 

yourself up rather than beating yourself down. 

Read more about Tanya’s story here. 

 

Interested in learning more? Email ttrombly@antibunheadfitness.com with your questions. 
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